Cleaning and Maintaining

Marble Surfaces on Yachts
Natural stone is being used more and more on luxury yachts. Especially marble is a popular material and is used in
bathrooms, dining rooms, pantries and on bar tops. The stone is also used on vanity tops and offers a high level of
comfort and an elegant look. To maintain the stone’s natural beauty and to prevent damages, the correct
maintenance system is essential. Here the most important steps:

1

Basic cleaning of heavily used surfaces
Lithofin MN Power-Clean - acid free – removes greasy dirt deposits and similar dirt

Dilute product 1:3
with water

1 L/50 m²

Pre-wet the surface
with water, then scrub
it vigorously with the
cleaner solution.
Wipe up

Rinse well with clear
water

Allow to dry

Required tools: bucket, mop, scrubber, squeegee or wet vacuum

2

Regular maintenance
Lithofin MN Wash&Clean - used regularly - leaves well-maintained surfaces
On polished marble, it
is advisable to use
Lithofin MN CareSheen for every third
or fourth cleaning
operation

1L

Add one squirt
(approx. 20ml) to the
washing water

Wipe the floor with a
moist to wet mop. Do
not rinse with clear
water

Allow to dry. Do not
walk on surface

Required tool: bucket, mop

Info Stoffaneller EN8.15gps

3

Special maintenance on work tops and vanity tops
Lithofin MN Easy Clean removes oily and greasy residues. Fast and safe use

Spray the surface and
allow the product to
work for a short while

Remove with a
cleaning cloth

Wipe with a dry cloth

500 ml
Required tools: cleaning cloth
This information should be considered to be informal and non-binding. The products
must be used according to local conditions and materials Instructions must be read
carefully and followed closely. Where no previous experience is available, or in cases
of doubt, test the product in an inconspicuous area.
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